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Feel Comfortable, Confident, & Experience more success & 
happiness with better style. 



PERSONAL STYLE
As celebrity stylist Juanita Londono puts it, “a person should find their personal
style in their own DNA.” What you’re naturally attracted should be what brings you
confidence and comfort in who you really are. It’s not the clothes that make you
seem attractive to the public eye --- it’s how you wear them. 

It’s a never ending cycle that begins with you. Your style is exactly that, but it
typically begins with one of a few common archetypes. This guide serves as a
guideline to help you form a base opinion on your fashion aesthetic, help you find
what you feel most confident in, and allow you to reach a consensus on the type of
clothes you should invest in. 



THE PSYCHOLOGY 

OF 

ATTRACTIVENESS 



Many factors can play into personal 
attractiveness — the way you dress, 
the way you act, the way you carry 
yourself, even things that are hard or 
impossible to change, like social 
status and wealth, race, and body size 
and shape. But one thing never fails; 
the first thing we notice when we meet 
someone is always their appearance. 

We’ve all heard the phrase “beauty is 
in the mind of the beholder,” but most 
of us have failed to realize the true 
psychological connection. 
Researchers say that the large impact 
of personal experience on appearance 
preferences "provides a novel window 
into the evolution and architecture of 
the social brain," according to Cell 
Press.  

They say that future studies could 
look more closely at which aspects of 
the environment are really most 
important in shaping our preferences 
for certain faces and for 
understanding where our preferences 
for other things--like art or music or 
pets--come from. In short, the way we 
perceive attractiveness has been 
rooted into our brains since we were 
born. 

The same applies to how we choose 
to view our own attractiveness, 
hence, why your personal style is 
literally an extension of your human 
being.  



A book by Professor Karen Pine from the

University of Hertfordshire suggests that

what you wear can boost or lower your

self-esteem. She asked students in

groups to wear Superman clothing and

found they were more confident both

mentally and physically. 

'We know our clothes affect other

people's impressions of us,' Professor

Pine told the MailOnline. “Now research

shows what we wear affects us too.

Putting on different clothes creates

different thoughts and mental

processes.”

Pine’s book explores scenarios that test

the power of wardrobe and physical

comfort, such as taking a math test in a

bathing suit versus a sweater or

questioning if wearing a superhero T-

Shirt actually made students feel more

“super.” While women who were in the

comfort of their sweaters scored higher

on their tests, she also found that not

only did superhero T-shirts make

students more confident, but it also

made them actually think they were

physically stronger. 



'We know our
clothes affect
other people's
impressions
of us,' 
PROFESSOR KAREN PINE 



In addition to scientific 
research, Professor Pine 
also shares “tips on how 
to feel happier and more 
confident with the right 
clothes,” and explains not 
only that we are what we 
wear, but that we become 
what we wear. We’ll use 
that exact philosophy to 
explore a few of today’s 
base styles. 



BASE STYLES 

(WOMEN) 



BOHEMIAN 
Characteristics: Leather fringe, peasant blouses, vests, embroidery, flares, and
cross-body bags 

Description: Bohemian style is grounded by artistic interests, exotic patterns and
cooky textures. The free-spirited Bohemian draws inspirations from the gypsy look
with their intricate patterns, peasant blouses, multiple chains, head scarves, and
also hippy ponchos and tie dye jeans. Bohemian is well known for features that are
considered non-traditional in appearance. 



According to Thania Peck, the 

curator of Catcher in The 

Style, Inc.. “Bohemian fashion 

is festive, fun and flirty! 

There’s rarely anything you 

can do wrong to mess up a 

look. Just wear what you feel.” 



MINIMALIST 
Characteristics: white, black or grey scale colored clothes (for the most part
but NOT always), clean cuts, streamlined garments, lack of extravagant or
detailed prints, selective accessories, etc. 

Description: “Minimalism is not about abandoning pattern or print. I see
minimalism to be a philosophy that involves an overall sense of balance,
knowing when to to take away, subtract. It’s an indulgence in superbly
executed cut, quiet plays of color tones and clean strong shapes.“ - Calvin
Klein 





Our friend and celebrity stylist Metta 

Conchetta agrees with the timeless 

designer. She defines minimal style 

as a “way to do more with less,” and is 

a perfect example of a fashion blogger 

making a whole lot of very little. If 

you’re not sure if a minimal fashion 

lifestyle is for you, check out these 25 

signs you might be a minimalist. 

http://luxboxcase.com/25-signs-you-might-be-a-minimalist/


VINTAGE 

Characteristics: Retro prints, vintage tees, period piece, High cut
denim, large cuts, loose fits 

Description: One of the most adorable fashion styles, it definitely is a
blast from the past. From flapper dresses to pin-up clothing and from
retro swimwear to indie clothing, the vintage look is a culmination of
fashion from the 20’s to the 70’s. It is the one trend that overcame the
test of time. 





ROCKER/EDGY 

Characteristics: Leather, band tees, revealing cuts, black and dark
colors. 

Description: Depending on the genre or the crowd, rocker style may
vary from ultra-glam to grunge. Thrift stores are the ultimate source of
the rock styles. Clothes are cheap and looks like they were worn in for
several months. Rockers do not wear baggy clothes and they opt for
smaller size. Rocker style is not complete without ripped denim, vintage
tees and leather jacket. 





CHIC 

Characteristics: Trendy tops, tight jeans, blazers, sleek and slim
dresses, high heels, name brand and high end designer clothes 

Description: One of the popular fashion styles is the chic style. "Chic" is
often synonymous with "trendy" or "fashionable.” People who favor this
style prefer classic and stylish designs that are striking and smart. For
example, the garments are always well tailored and the accessories are
well chosen. Chic style means having clothes that have strong colors
but not garish. 



Fashion Queen Bratty B does chic 
well. Though she defines herself as 
a minimalist, she’s found the 
perfect balance between edgy and 
girly than brings her to a chic 
intersection. “I’m pretty simple 
when it comes to day to day,” says 
Amy referencing her daily routine. 
“I tend to throw an outfit together 
fairly easily because my closet is 
comprised of black, grey, and white 
apparel. From there I do my 
makeup, which entails creating an 
even base with foundation and 
concealer.” 



ROMANTIC 

Characteristics: Trendy tops, flowers, hearts, ruffles, flouncing, soft
fabrics which have gentle curve lines and accessorizes with lockets and
cameos. 

Description: Romantics are often called as hopeless or even incurable,
but in reality, she is not looking for romance but is hoping for romance. A
romantic is idealistic and often unrealistic. 
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